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Experimental and theoretical confirmation of Bloch-mode light propagation
in planar photonic crystal waveguides
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The dispersion diagram of the leaky modes in the planar photonic crystal waveguide is
experimentally obtained for the wavelengths from 1440 to 1590 nm. A small stop band, around
wavelength 1500 nm, is detected. The experimentally obtained results are in very good agreement
with our three-dimensional finite difference time domain calculations. Propagation losses of the
leaky modes are estimated and we have found that they decrease as we approach the ministop
band. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1452791#
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In recent years, photonic crystals1 have attracted a lot o
research attention due to their properties to control the fl
of light on a very small length scale. Planar photonic cryst
~PPC!2 represent particularly promising structures for in
grated optics since their planar fabrication allows the use
conventional microelectronics patterning techniques.

PPC waveguides, formed by changing the properties
one or more rows of holes in the PPC lattice, are a v
active area of research.3–13 In our previous publication,8 we
have reported that it is possible to guide the light around
bends in such a structure. We have also reported that in
tain cases significant vertical losses are observed. Th
losses could be attributed to the leaky modes of the wa
guide. In this work we have experimentally mapped the d
persion diagram of the leaky modes in the wavelength ra
lP(1440,1590 nm). The results are in very good agreem
with our three-dimensional finite difference time domain~3D
FDTD! calculations.

The structure that we are interested in is a silicon sl
suspended in air and perforated with a 2D triangular lat
of holes with radiusr'0.4a, wherea is the periodicity of
the lattice. The waveguide is defined as a row of miss
holes in this triangular lattice PPC~Fig. 1!. The geometry of
fabricated structure isa5530 nm, r 5208 nm, and t
5300 nm, wheret is the thickness of the slab. We hav
published the details of the fabrication procedure in our e
lier publication.5 The measurement setup that we used
characterize these waveguides is shown in Fig. 1. Butt c
pling of a single-mode fiber was used to introduce light fro
a tunable semiconductor diode laser into the PPC wavegu
Waveguiding performance was observed using an infra
television camera positioned in the plane perpendicula
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the sample in order to observe the light scattered in the
tical direction.

The structure that we have tested in our experiment w
a single line defect~SLD! waveguide with a single defec
cavity in the middle~Fig. 1!. In Fig. 2 we show the pattern o
light coupled out of the top surface of the waveguide str
ture and detected by the camera. At nearly every wavelen
a clear periodic intensity modulation can be seen along
waveguide direction. It should be noted, however, that
1495 and 1505 nm this modulation intensity has nearly d
appeared. It can further be seen that the spatial periodicit
this modulation grows shorter as the difference between
wavelength and 1500 nm grows larger, ineither direction of
the wavelength. In order to better understand these resu
and to extract information on the spatial periodicity of t
modulation pattern~that is propagation constantb!, we have
analyzed our experimental results using a fast Fourier tra
form ~FFT!.

The results of the FFT analysis of the experimental

FIG. 1. Experimental setup used in the experiment.L'122 mm.
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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sults are overlaid onto calculated theoretical results and
presented in Fig. 3. One unit cell of the waveguide, w
Bloch boundary conditions applied in the direction of prop
gation ~y-axis!, was modeled in order to obtain the dispe
sion diagram.5 The region shown in blue in Fig. 3 is th
result of the FFT of the line scans along the patterns sho
in Fig. 2. The normalized propagation constants detec
from the line scans are represented by light blue dots,
each normalized frequency. It can be seen that our exp
mental results are in a very good agreement with the
FDTD simulations. The slight shift of the experimental r
sults towards the higher frequencies can be attributed to
difference between the refractive index of Si used in simu
tion (nSi53.5) and the refractive index of Si slab used
experiment, fabrication tolerances, and the resolution of
FDTD algorithm~a520 computational points!. Experimen-
tal results also show the presence of a small stop b
around a/l50.353, as predicted by 3D FDTD analysis6

Our experimental results can now be explained in the follo
ing way. Light from the tunable laser source is coupled
leaky e1 mode of the waveguide, and as it propagates
wards the single defect cavity it radiates energy in the ve
cal direction. The light in the frequency range of our las
@a/lP(0.333,0.368)# cannot couple to the mode of sing
defect cavity located at frequencya/l50.326. Therefore,
the light is reflected back and interferes with the forwa
propagating light forming the standing wave pattern o
served in Fig. 2. The cleaved input facet and the single de
cavity act as mirrors, and light coupled to the leaky modes
the waveguide resonates between them.

It is interesting to note that the same pattern as the on
Fig. 2 was observed between the input facet and the
bend during characterization of the SLD waveguide with 6o

bend in it. That indicates that in this particular design w
relatively big holes, transmission around the corner is rat
low for the propagating leaky modes, and the most of
light is reflected back at the bend.

In order to support our hypothesis that the signal
tected by the camera is due to coupling to leaky modes,
have numerically analyzed waveguide section formed
tween two PPC mirrors@Fig. 4~a!#. The structure was excite
using dipole sources of fixed frequency. Choosing the sy
metry of the dipole sources we were able to excite only
leaky modes~e1!. Due to the memory limitations of ou

FIG. 2. Wavelength dependence of the signal scattered in the vertical d
tion, detected by the camera. Periodic intensity modulation can be obse
for all wavelengths except forlP(1490,1510 nm). Periodicity of this
modulation grows shorter as the difference between the wavelength
1500 nm grows larger, in either direction of the wavelength. Optical mic
scope image of the structure is also shown.
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computers, the length of the waveguide section was cho
to be 40.5a ~a512 points in 3D FDTD algorithm! instead of
the '230a, as it was in our experiment. In order to mak
calculations easier, the waveguide section was also clo
with PPC at the both sides. The results are shown in Fig. 4~b!
that shows profiles of thePz component of the Poynting
vector in case when leaky modes were excited at three
ferent frequencies. Periodic intensity modulation can
seen. The periodicity of this standing wave pattern has
same trend with respect to the frequency as in the exp
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Experimentally mapped dispersion diagram of the lea
TE-like modes supported in the waveguide~blue region!, overlaid onto the
calculated diagram~black solid lines!. Insets show mode profiles (Bz) for
two modes of interest. Light line is represented by the straight solid line,
leaky-modes region in light-gray color.

FIG. 4. ~Color! ~a! Bz at the middle of the slab in case of a leaky mod
excited in the waveguide. Position of the dipole sources is indicated by
line. ~b! Pz component of the Poynting vector, at a distance of about 1mm
from the top surface of the structure, shown for three different frequenc
~c! Profile of Bz component taken at the center of the waveguide. Bea
between two Bloch components and signal attenuation along the waveg
can be seen.~d! Spatial frequency spectrum of the signal shown in~c!. Most
of the mode energy is stored in the component atk2. Light cone fora/l
50.33 is represented in gray color.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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ment: it becomes longer as the frequency approaches
ministop band. It is important to say that this standing wa
pattern was detected at a distance of about 1mm from the
surface of the sample. This is again in an excellent ag
ment with the experiment, where the standing wave pat
was observed above the sample, i.e., at different focal
tance from the one used to image the surface of the sam

Because of the discrete translational symmetry of
PPC waveguide iny-axis direction, field components of eac
waveguide mode can be expressed as

B~x,y,z!5u~x,y,z!eiby5(
K

UK~x,z!ei (K1b)y, ~1!

@u(x,y,z)5u(x,y1a,z)#. B(x,y,z) is one of threeB field
components,b is Bloch wave vector limited to rangebP
(2p/a,p/a), and K is reciprocal space lattice vector (K
50,62p/a, . . . ). In order to account for the losses due
radiation in the vertical direction in the case of leaky mod
Eq. ~1! should be written as14

B~x,y,z!5u~x,y,z!eibye2ay, ~2!

wherea is the propagation loss parameter. From Eq.~1! it
follows that, in general case, each mode supported in
waveguide@defined as a single (b,a/l) point on the disper-
sion diagram shown in Fig. 3# is acompositemode made up
of many Bloch components that are coupled by photo
crystal. Whenb is close to zero anda/lP(0.33,0.37) Bloch
component forK50 lies above the light line and can radia
energy in the vertical direction, while components forK
5N2p/a,(N51,2,. . . ) arelocated below the light line and
should not be lossy. However, they are coupled to the lo
component atK50 by the PPC, and therefore will lose e
ergy by coupling to that component. Ratio of energy sto
in Bloch component forK50 and energy stored in all othe
components will determine the losses of the wholecomposite
mode defined in Eq.~2!. In order to explore this loss mecha
nism in more details, we have modeled long wavegui
(75a long, a518 points! using distributed 3D FDTD code
Figure 4~c! shows the intensity ofBz component along the
center of the waveguide, whena/l50.33. It can be seen tha
intensity of the field decreases as we move away from
input of the waveguide, yielding the losses of'128 dB/mm.
The beating between different Bloch components presen
this mode is also apparent. Figure 4~d! shows the FFT of the
line scan shown in Fig. 4~c!. Only two spatial frequencies

FIG. 5. Light intensity in the waveguide normalized to the intensity at
input ~experimental results!. Radiation losses can be seen to increase as
wavelength departs from the ministop band centered around 1500 nm.
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located atk150.17p/a and k251.84p/a, are detected in
this case, and the amplitude of componentk2 is almost ten
times bigger than the amplitude ofk1 . Having in mind the
resolution of our FFT (0.014p/a) we can write thatk2

52p/a2k1 . Finally, we can conclude that our leaky mod
of interest consists only of Bloch components atK50 and
K52p/a and that more than 90% of its energy is stored
the component atK52p/a. Because of that, the overa
losses of the mode will be smaller than it would be expec
having in mind only its ‘‘distance’’ from the light line. We
have used distributed 3D FDTD code to estimate th
losses, and we have found that losses become smaller a
approach the mini stop bend atb50. We have attributed this
to the reduction of the ratio of energy stored in Bloch co
ponents atK50 andK52p/a. However, this issue needs t
be investigated in more detail.

Figure 5 shows normalized light intensity~in decibels! in
the waveguide as a function of position along the wavegu
obtained from experimental results shown in Fig. 2. It can
observed that the signal detected at the end of the waveg
is stronger when the frequency is closer to the ministop ba
that is that the losses are growing smaller as we approach
ministop bend. This experimental trend agrees well with
FDTD results.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an equilibriu
propagating mode of a photonic crystal waveguide that i
Bloch mode consisting of guided and radiative compone
The radiative component, responsible for all the propaga
losses has been experimentally and theoretically identifi
Transmission losses of the leaky mode were estimated a
was observed that losses become smaller as we approac
ministop band. We have explained the origin of this lo
reduction and have attributed it to the ratio of energy sto
in radiative and guided Bloch component.

The authors would like to thank Tom Baehr-Jones fro
Simulant Inc. for distributed 3D FDTD code, and Sean
Spillane and Professor Kerry J. Vahala’s group at Caltech
making their computer cluster available to them.
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